
EXCAVATION OF AN IRON AGE FARMSTEAD

AT HAWK'S HILL, LEATHERHEAD
BY

F. A. HASTINGS

THE site is in an orchard^ fronting on the Leatherhead to

Guildford road at Hawk's Hill, and is attached to Sussex

Cottage, The Mount, in the parish of Fetcham, Surrey. Some
thirty years ago fragments of a carinated bowl- were found during

the planting of a hedge on the westerly boundary of the orchard and
were carefully preserved by the owner, Mrs. Sanders. Peter Klein, a

student of Ewell Technical College at the time, saw the sherds in

1960, and, recognising their importance, had them identified at the

British Museum. This Society was notified and an investigation

undertaken under the direction of the writer.

A resistivity survey was carried out by Anthony Clark, followed

by trial trenching which revealed a grain storage pit. Three seasons

of excavation were then carried out in June 1961, August 1962 and
April 1963.

SUMMARY
The site is an Iron Age farmstead of Little Woodbury^ type and is

probably an extension of the site found in 1900 at Hawk's Hill

House, 150 yards away on the other side of the main road.-^ Twelve
storage pits have been located, together with a large number of

post-holes. A drainage gully and sump were also excavated but no
definite hut site traced. The only structures recognised from the

pattern of the post-holes were a drying rack and two granary
platforms. The pottery suggested occupation over a long period.

It included haematite-coated ware with incised decoration filled

with white inlay as at All Cannings Cross (Hawkes' Southern First

1 Nat. Grid Ref. TQ 15505540, height 250 O.D., geological formation-
Upper Chalk. The site is published on the O.S. 1/1250 plan TQ 1555 SE.

2 Illustrated and described—5v.-4.C., LIX (1962), 86-8. Illustration

repeated— Fig. 14, No. 14.

3 G. Bersu, P.P.S.. VI (1940), 30-111.

4 Two pits were excavated, of diameters 4 and 5 feet, and depths 15 inches

and 2 feet into the chalk. Pottery, animal bones, loom weights and grains of

wheat and barley were recovered. Two sherds are Claudian or just pre-

Claudian and other pottery is likened to that from Inward Shaw, Ashtead,
where the affinities are with South-Eastern Third B and Romano-British.
Material found earlier when the house was built, included Romano-British
pottery, two La Tene III brooches and one of Avlesford type. The excavation
and reports are incomplete. Refs.:—P.S.^., XVIII (1901), 253-8; Sy.A.C, XX
(1907), 119-28; ibid.. L (1946-7), 142-3; P. Leatherhead L.H.S.. II, No. 2

(1958), 142.
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Fig. 1.
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Overall Plan of the Excavation.
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A)5 and pottery of the Wealden Culture^ (Hawkes' Southern Second
B). Roman pottery, including two fragments of Samian ware, was
found in the top-soil. Unfortunately all stratification in the top-

soil had been destroyed by deep cultivation.

THE EXCAVATION
The grid system of excavation was used initially, the size and

shape of the trenches being largely governed by the position of the

fruit trees. The grid was modified in the light of subsequent finds.

(See Fig. 1 for complete plan of the excavation and Fig. 2 for

enlarged plan of the centre of the excavation. The pits have been

nimibered 1 to 12 and the post-holes shown in solid black.)

A certain amount of occupation debris was found in the top-soil,

consisting of calcined flints, pottery and animal bones. It tended to

decrease towards the east and this was one of the reasons for the

modification of the grid. However, post-holes were still found,

including two good examples of recut holes in D2.
The density of occupation suggested that the grid should be

extended to the west but a grass drive ran along that side of the site.

Mrs. Sanders gave permission to dig a trial trench E3, where a

shallow pit, No. 4, was found. The top-soil was full of pot-boilers in

this area. Meanwhile, a shallow gully had been found in Al,

extending into Bl, where it led to a sump. A second trench, 0, was
then dug across the grass drive to follow up the gully. This was
successfully traced to the hedge where a storage pit, No. 12, cut

across it, and four more storage pits were located. Trenches XI,
X2 and Y were dug to look for the extremities of the site, with

inconclusive results.

Meanwhile a proton gradiometer survey was carried out by
Anthony Clark over the whole of the unexcavated area of the

orchard as a final check before abandoning the site. The instrument

showed three anomalies. The first was in Trench Q before the four

pits had been discovered. However, a mass of scrap iron found in

the top-soil may have caused this anomaly. Trench R was dug in

the area of the other two anomalies and Pits 10 and 11 located.

The successful excavation of this site was largely due to the two
scientific instruments of detection, the resistivity meter and the

proton gradiometer. Without the former, any number of trial

trenches might have been necessary before locating the storage pits,

and the results of the gradiometer survey suggest that it is most
unlikely that any pits were missed in the area available for

excavation. The Society should be congratulated on its forethought
in obtaining these instruments.

5 Hawkes, C. F. C, 'The A B C of the British Iron Age'—^w^, XXXIII
(1959), 170-82.

6 First defined by J. B. Ward-Perkins, Arch. Cant., LI (1939), 137-81;
Arch., XC (1944), 127-76; and elaborated by C. F. C. Hawkes, Sx.A.C,
LXXX (1939), 230-52.
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There were a number of holes and other features in the chalk, some

of which were natural, others probably modern. They have been

recorded but omitted from the plan.

Details of the Pits. (Figs. 3 and 4 and Plate 1(a).)
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The Post-holes

It was impossible to get the complete plan of the post-holes because of the

fruit trees but most of them appear to be single features, as at Little Woodbury.
It has been suggested that they were used for tethering animals to control

limited grazing within the compound.
There were a number of recut holes representing use over a long period,

necessitating replacement of the posts. These have been sketched in on the

enlarged plan. The first is near the north edge of Trench Al. It was oval in

plan, 14 inches deep and 24 inches by 20 inches across, vertical sided,

containing a chalk fill, apparently recut three times. Just south of it was
another oval hole, 10 inches deep, and 36 by 30 inches across, containing a

chalk fill with large packing flints. The stones looked significant, despite the

shallowness compared with width of the hole. There were two recut holes in

Dl ; the one to the south was a good example, 14 inches deep and 23 by 14

inches across, with an earth fill containing some pottery. The one in the

north-east corner had four definite platforms either representing a composite

hole taking a number of posts together, leaning at different angles, or a number
of replacements. It was 18 inches deep, 3 feet by 2 ft. 6 ins. across, containing

tightly packed chalk. In the soil immediately above the hole was a

concentration of occupation material not evident in the surrounding top-soil.

On the north edge of A4 was a further recut hole, 12 inches deep and 36

inches by 18 inches across. It contained much occupation material in black

soil, including a number of minute rodent bones.

Finally, a complex group of recut holes to the north of A3, matching with a

group on the south of A2, were thought to represent a gateway (Plate 1(b)).

However, they did not fit the general plan of the site for this purpose, and
there was no evidence of a fence or palisade trench. It is therefore suggested

that they may represent a drying frame as at Little Woodbury, used

continuously over a long period, necessitating replacement of posts.

Other structures appear to be represented as follows. Near the south-east

corner of Al was a well-cut circular post-hole, 6 inches deep and 12 inches

diameter containing chalk rubble. This appeared to match up with two others

in Bl. The more northerly was 9 inches deep and 10 inches diameter, and the

second 7 inches deep and 9 inches diameter. These three holes appear to

represent a square structure of side 8 feet. Unfortunately an apple tree

prevented a search for the fourth. The possibilities were interesting as the

holes surrounded Pit 5 and may represent a roof structure. The pit was not
quite central to the holes, and an alternative suggestion is that it may be
equated with one of Dr. Bersu's granary platforms—for storing seed grain

above ground. In the latter case it would not have been absolutely

contemporary with the pit.

A second similar structure was represented by two post-holes towards the
south-east of B2, a third in C2 and a fourth in the extension of B3 which was
dug to search for it. They varied from 12 to 16 inches in depth and 12 to 17

inches in width.

DISCUSSION
It is now generally accepted that pits of the period represented at

Hawk's Hill, apart from the very shallow ones such as Nos. 4 and 5,

were used for the storage of cultivated grain. Much of the evidence

for this theory came from the Little Woodbury excavation, and
Hawk's Hill has supplied supporting evidence. Dr. Bersu envisaged
a major operation at harvest time, when the grain was reaped and
hung on drying racks for initial drying. New pits were meanwhile
dug to replace those that had become foul. Ovens were built of clay,

chalk from the new pits and straw from the harvest. The old pits

were then filled with anything to hand ; surplus chalk from the new
pits, rubbish from nearby middens, and the waste from the corn-dry-

ing process—broken ovens, calcined flints and wood ash. Dr. Bersu
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was able to recognise the cob ovens from shaped pieces found at

Little Woodbury. These ovens were much larger than the normal

bread ovens of the period. Also the quantity of ash and burnt flints

was considered to be much greater than would have accrued from

normal domestic purposes. The need to dry the grain thoroughly for

storage purposes continues into the Romano-British period, the

T-shaped hypocaust being recognised as having been used for this

purpose.

At Hawk's Hill calcined flints, fragments of cob and wood ash

were found in large quantities, the fire-crackled flints being the first

signs of early occupation noticed on the site. Material from the

middens, consisting of pottery, loom weights and animal bones, was

also found in quantity. There was also evidence that this was a

secondary deposit and not the day-to-day accumulation of refuse in

pits primarily dug for that purpose. In Pit 1 fragments of the

decorated pot, Fig. 14, No. 1, were found distributed throughout

the pit at all levels, and the same was true of the large storage jar

found in Pit 3, Fig. 9, No. 15. This could not have happened in a

day-to-day deposit. This also demonstrates that there is no

chronological sequence in the pits; in fact in Pit 10, very early

pottery was found with much later material.

Throughout the report, depths of post-holes, etc., have been

measured from the surface of the chalk, but the drawn sections

have included the top-soil showing its varying depth. (See Figs.

3 and 4.) The depth of the top-soil at the time the settlement was in

use is not known and could not be estimated. One tends to assume

that on these farmstead sites the top-soil was cleared from the chalk

before digging the pits rather than cutting the pits through the

top-soil. In the case of Pit 10 this was not so. A concentration of

occupation material was found in the top-soil abo\'e the pit which

was not evident in the surrounding soil. This imphes that it was

cut through the top-soil and when subsequently filled, the filling

extended to ground level. It would be interesting to test this point

on a site where the top-soil was relatively undisturbed, by locating

a pit with a proton gradiometer or some other method, and cutting

a section through the top-soil and into the pit.

Post-holes were obviously cut through the top-soil which accounts

for their apparent shallow depth compared with diameter, when
measured from the surface of the chalk. In the case of two post-

holes, the very large one in the north-east corner of Dl and the one

towards the south-east corner of C4, there is evidence to prove this

was so. The former had a concentration of occupation material in

the soil above the chalk hole, which was absent from the surrounding

soil. Unfortunately the actual limits of the hole were no longer

traceable due to recent disturbance. In the latter case, the jaw-bone

of an ox protruded from the hole above the chalk, showing that it was
cut through the top-soil, the later filling extending to ground level.

The drainage gully would also have been cut through the top-soil,

and thus formed a drain of substantial depth.

Pits 1, 2, 3 and 10 are undercut to give shapes approximating to
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those at Little Woodbury. This was presumably done to give the
greatest capacity with the smallest opening to facilitate weather-
proofing. The undercutting was probably more pronounced
originally, the chalk ridge at the mouth of the pits having since

broken away. It is not known whether containers or some form of

lining were used in the pits to protect the grain from the damp chalk.

If containers were used the advantage of undercutting would be lost,

also the pits would be unlikely to become foul, necessitating

replacement. However, at Little Woodbury the constant renewal
of pits would seem to be conclusive evidence that the pits did become
foul. The pits may have been lined with clay or basketry wo\'en to

the shape of the pits, although no e\ddence has yet been foimd of any
such lining. SpurrelP suggested that the grain was tipped straight

into the pits. The moisture from the chalk would then cause a layer

of the grain to ferment into an impermeable crust, preventing
further deterioration and thus preserving the remainder. Spurrell's

remarks seem to have been lost sight of in recent years, in spite of

the fact that this method of storage was used until quite recently in

central Asia, and in the nineteenth century, grain stored in ware-
houses in France was deliberately damped to produce this protective

crust.* If this method was used in the storage pits of the Iron Age,
it would still be necessary to dry the grain thoroughly for it to remain
sweet.

No feature to compare with the palisade trench of Little

Woodbury, marking the perimeter of the site, was found at Hawk's
Hill, either on the ground or by inspection of air-photographs. As
has already been mentioned, post-holes appeared to surround some
of the pits, possibly to support a roof structure. The pits concerned
were of the wide-mouthed variety which may have been the reason

for such a structure, as such pits would be more difficult to make
weather-proof, but Pits 10 and 11, which also had wide mouths, had
no surrounding post-holes. The post-holes were not symmetrical to

the pits which they surrounded, and there was no evidence of

drainage trenches to carry the water away from the roof structure,

so the balance of evidence is against the roofing theory. The post-

holes need not have been absolutely contemporary \\ith the pits

they surrounded.
The faunal report implies a highly developed animal husbandry,

suggesting that it played a major part in the economy of the

settlement. This seems to differ from Dr. Bersu's conclusions at

Little Woodbury where it was thought that the lack of a known
nearby water supply, and the evidence for intensive grain cultivation,

suggested that animal husbandry only played a minor part in the

economy.
At Hawk's HiU there were a number of deposits of bones in the

pits, suggestive of ritual. The example in Pit 1 has already been
mentioned, where bones were found in clean chalk in the 'cave' at

7 'Ensilage or Preserving Grain in Pits'—F. C. J. Spurrell, Essex Nat., I

(1887), 266-76.
8 Reneaume, Mem. de I'Academie des Sciences for 1708.
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the base of the pit. In Pit 3, on a tightly packed layer of chalk near
the bottom of the pit, was the jaw-bone of an ox which had been
placed there rather than tipped in wdth rubbish. In the centre of the
floor of Pit 8 was a deposit of pig bones that gave the same
impression, and in Pit 6 a burnt ox skull was found. In Pit 10 was
found a deposit consisting of the complete skull and lower parts of

the four legs of an ox, all articulated when deposited. At Park
Brow9 and Findon Park^° there was a suggestion of ox skulls as ritual

deposits in storage pits, but the deposit in Pit 10 would seem to be a

'hide burial,' the head and lower parts of the legs being left in the
skin, which appears to play an important part in the ritual. This
subject has been fully dealt with by Professor Piggott.'^ Examples
of hide burials of the horse and ox are known, usually accompanying
human burials, and are interpreted as a sacrifice of the least

palatable parts of the animal, probably being intended to represent

the whole animal as they include the extremities and the skin. The
rest of the animal is then eaten at the funeral feast. The most
notable were found in the so-called Royal tombs of Alaca Huyuk,
Anatolia, probably of the third millenium B.C. More recent examples
were found at Bornholm, Denmark, of the fifth century a.d. In
Britain the only examples of this practice that have been recorded
were found in the Neolithic Long Barrows of Wessex. The present
example does not accompany a human burial but could be a thanks-
giving offering, related to the harvest. However, E. S. Higgs tells me
that whole animal heads and articulated feet, as well as larger parts

of the animal are quite frequently found in storage pits and he
suggests that this is simply because there was a surplus of meat.
Consequently the least palatable parts of the animal, particularly

in the case of an older beast, were discarded. At the same time, the
possibility of ritual has been mentioned so that future evidence may
be examined.

THE SMALL FINDS (OTHER THAN POTTERY)
1. Bronze pin 4-5 inches in length, with the point bent at right angles and

the head missing, found in Pit 11. (For report see Appendix II.)

2. Whetstone with holes perforated at each end, the holes tending to be
hour-glass shaped. Length 2-1 inches, width 0-4 inches, tapering to
0-3 inches, thickness 0-3 inches, tapering to 0-2 inches. Found in the
top-soil. (For report see Appendix III.)

3. Three spindle whorls of baked clay; one from Pit 8 was 0-9 inches in

diameter and 0-7 inches thick; the second from Pit 4 was 1 inch in

diameter and 0-8 inches thick, decorated with three grooves running
round the circumference. Both of these were asymmetrical through the
thickness. The third was much larger, being 1-6 inches in diameter and
0-9 inches thick. The size of this one may give support to the theory that
some of these may be used in drilling to act as a flywheel to assist the
drill.

9 An almost complete skull of an ox with horns sawn off was found at the
bottom of one of the pits at Park Brovz—Arch., LXXVI (1926), 7.

^° The skull of an ox, surrounded by a ring of flints, was found at the bottom
of a pit at Findon Vax^—Antiq. Journ., VIII (1928), 451.
" Ant., XXXVI (1962), 110-8.
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4. Loom weights. Large quantities of these were found in the pits, all

broken. They were all the typical triangular shape with perforations at

each apex and made of baked clay.

5. Calcined flints. These were found all over the site in quantity, both in the
pits and the top-soil. Some were the small 'pot-boiler' type, others are

large, up to 2 feet in length, presumably used in the corn-drying process.

6. Oven material. A form of cob made from clay and chalk, and poorly
fired, sometimes showing marks of reinforcing sticks or wattle, interpreted

as oven material at Little Woodburj' where shaped sections were found,
was found in quantity. It should be noted that similar material has been
interpreted as from a wattle and daub hut destroyed by fire, on some
sites. (Examples seen in the museums at Caernarv^on and Richborough.)

7. Flint ball. This was found in Pit 10 and is similar to the many found at

Little Woodbury, which by analogy with present-day primitive customs,
is thought to have been used in the manufacture of querns. The flint

nodule is repeatedly dropped on the quern-stone until the necessary
grinding surface is obtained, the flint nodule gradually becoming rounded
in the process. Only a few fragments of querns and grain rubbers came
from Hawk's Hill, in comparison with the large number found at Little

Woodbury.

8. Chalk disc. This was found in Pit 11. It is ovate in shape, dimensions
6-1 by 5-4 inches in diameter, and 1-1 to 0-5 inches in thickness. At
Little Woodbury similar discs were interpreted as pot-lids, but this disc

had a number of cut-marks as if used as a cutting block.

9. Beads. A number of specimens of the fossil sponge coscinopera globularis

were found on the site, two coming from pits. Some of these had been
perforated, probably to be used as beads.

10. Evidence of metallurgy. Some iron slag was found in Pit 2, iron fragments,
including a nail, in Pit 3 and a second nail in Pit 9. A quantity of

furnace slag came from Pits 10 and 11, and fragments of a possible

crucible from Pit 11. A small piece of flint with one surface abraded,
possibly used as an anvil, came from Pit 3.

Other finds included: an iron knife from the gully in Trench AI, probably of

eighteenth/nineteenth century date; a number of ox-shoes of the same date;

a coin of William III from Trench Q and a fourteenth century English
reckoning counter from the chalk surface in the extension of Trench B3.
These counters were used in conjunction with a chequered cloth or board, on
the same principle as an abacus, to facilitate the reckoning of accounts, before

the general introduction of the so-called Arabic (really Hindu) numerals in the

fifteenth century.
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THE POTTERY'^
BY

Barry Cunliffe, B.A., F.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

The way in which Iron Age pottery, which has been found in pits,

is treated is a procedure full of uncertainties and doubts. It is

therefore felt that the assumptions upon which the hypotheses
arising from such a study are based should be clearly stated at the

outset. The nature of the pit fillings at Hawk's Hill strongly suggest

that each pit was filled quickly and therefore the relative depths of

the sherds is of no great chronological significance—an assumption
further supported by the fact that fragments of the same pot were
often scattered at all depths. The pottery from each pit is therefore

discussed as a single group. The rubbish with which the pits were
filled could have been derived from two sources : either from an old

rubbish heap which had accumulated over a period of time, or from
rubbish produced while the pit was being filled. It is usually
impossible to be sure which source was used, but frequently small
weathered sherds are found and these must represent fragments
which had been lying about the settlement at the time of filling. It

is, however, conceivable that large fresh sherds, broken long before

and covered with more protective rubbish, could be incorporated in

a later pit filling together with pottery of the same date as the pit.

This possibility must be allowed for when arguing from detailed

associations. Another hazard which cannot be overlooked is the
possibility that later material was introduced into an earlier filling.

By their very nature filled-up pits cut into sohd chalk encourage
root growth and the activities of burrowing animals, each of which
can be responsible for the contamination of deposits with later

objects. Evidence for such disturbances, particularly if they
happened in the distant past, is often impossible to discern.

For these reasons the discussion following the descriptive section

relies on the consideration of the pit group as a whole, and far-

reaching conclusions based on the limited evidence of single sherds
are not emphasised. In the interests of objectivity it has been
thought desirable to discuss the phasing of the pottery in relation

to the internal evidence laid down by the site itself, and only then
to examine the wider relationships of the assemblages. In terms of

the ABC system of classification the occupation of Hawk's Hill spans
the time covered by Southern First A to Southern Second B groups.

Finally, brief mention must be made of the form of selection

adopted here in publishing the large masses of pottery from the site.

In the case of all pits, with the exception of Nos. 8 and 10, all of the
rims, bases and decorated sherds have been drawn. From Pits 8 and
10, which contained much larger mmibers of sherds, several examples
of every type have been illustrated and in the descriptive text the
numbers of similar, but unillustrated, fragments are noted.

'^ I am grateful to Professor S. S. Frere for reading this report in typescript.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PUBLISHED SHERDS

Pit 1. (Fig. 14.)

1. Fine reddish to dark brown ware tempered with occasional fine grits,

burnished outside, decorated with shallow tooled wavy lines tending
towards double and triple swags. Base also decorated.

Already published, see Sy.A.C. LIX (1962), 87, Fig. 2, No. 2.

Pit 1, continued. (Fig. 5.)

1

.

Grey-brown sandy ware with lightly burnished outer and inner surfaces.

2. Grey sandy ware with a black highly burnished outer surface.

3. Fine red sandy ware tempered with chalk particles.

4. Smooth red ware tempered with sand and chaff. Fired black outside and
lightly burnished on the rim top.

5. Fine red sandy ware tempered with chalk particles. Possibly the same
vessel as 3.

6. Grey sandy ware with flint grit tempering.
7. Grey sandy ware with some chaff tempering. The outer surface has been

brushed vertically, perhaps with a bundle of straw.

8. Dark grey sandy ware with sparse fine flint tempering.
9. Smooth grey-brown sandy ware with lightly burnished outer surface.

10. Grey-brown sandy ware sparsely tempered with flint grits of varying
sizes. The outer surface has been wiped vertically with a bundle of straw.

11. Smooth grey ware with flint tempering.
12. Fine black sandy ware fired to an even red on the surfaces.

13. Grey sandy ware with occasional grits. The outer surface is highly

burnished.
14. Fine black ware with a burnished outer surface fired brown.
15. Coarse black ware fired to red in patches. Tempered with flint grits of

various sizes.

16. Grey sandy ware.
17. Smooth grey slightly sandy ware.
18. Grey-brown sandy ware with occasional flint grits. The outer surface is

smooth and decorated with a shallow tooled zone.

19. Fine black ware with a black burnished outer surface.

20. Fine grey ware fired red on the surface.

21. Fragment of the shoulder of a carinated bowl in red flint-gritted ware
with a burnished outer surface. Just above the shoulder is a horizontal

grooved line.

22. Smooth grey-brown chaff-tempered ware.
23. This sherd is very probably a Roman stray which could have been

introduced into the pit by animal or root action.

Sump. (Fig. 5.)

24. Coarse grey-brown flint and shell-tempered ware.
25. Sandy brown ware with fine flint gritting.

26. Dark grey sandy ware fired red in patches.

27. Red sandy ware with flint grits. The surfaces are smooth.
28. Grey-brown ware with medium to large flint grits.

Pit 2. (Fig. 6.)

1

.

Dark grey sandy ware with a black burnished external surface. The outer
surface is decorated with shallow tooled curvilinear designs.

2. Hard grey sandy ware with lightly smoothed external surface.

3. Coarse dark grey ware with flint grit tempering.
4. Fine grey sandy ware, fired brown in patches with highly burnished

surface.

5. Grey sandy ware with flint grit tempering. The shoulder is slashed.

6. Coarse grey ware with large flint grit tempering. The outer surface has
been wiped horizontally, possibly with a bundle of straw.

7. Grey-brown ware with flint grits.
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8. Brown sandy ware with burnished surface.

9. Fine black sandy ware with burnished surfaces.

10. Coarse grey ware with large flint grits. The surfaces are fired red and the

outer surface has been wiped.
11. Coarse grey ware with large flint grit tempering. Fired to red outside.

12. Smooth brown ware with fine flint grits.

13. Black sandy ware.

14. Grey sandy ware with highly burnished outer surface.

15. Fine black sandy ware with shallow impressed dot decoration. The sherd

is worn.
16. Dark grey ware with medium flint grits.

17. Dark grey ware with a burnished outer surface.

18. Dark grey sandy ware.
19. Dark grey sandy ware with highly burnished surfaces.

Pit 3. (Fig. 7.)

1. Brown sandy ware.
2. Grey sandy ware with flint gritting, fired red on the outer surface.

3. Dark grey flint-gritted ware.

4. Brown slightly sandy ware with external vertical brush markings.

5. Brown ware with flint and chalk tempering. The outer surface is rough
but shows vertical brush markings.

6. Dark grey ware with flint-grit tempering. Fired to a red-brown on the

outer surface.

7. Smooth red-brown ware with chaff tempering and occasional large flint

grits.

8. Dark grey sandy ware with a smoothed outer surface.

9. Grey flint-tempered ware.

10. Dark grey shell-tempered ware with a smoothed outer surface.

11. Grey flint and shell-tempered ware fired red-brown on the surfaces.

12. Grey sandy ware with smoothed outer surface.

13. Grey flint-gritted ware with smooth outer surface.

14. Grey-brown flint-gritted ware.

15. Grey shell-tempered ware with smooth outer surface.

16. Grey slightly sandy ware with smoothed outer surface. The sherds have
been refired after breakage, some to red, some to black.

17. Grey sandy ware.
18. Dark grey flint-gritted ware.
19. Light grey sandy ware.
20. Hard grey sandy ware, smoothed externally.

21. Brown flint-gritted ware.
22. Dark grey flint-gritted ware with a smoothed brown surface.

23. Brown sandy ware.
24. Grey-brown sandy ware.
25. Grey flint-gritted ware.

Pit 3, continued. (Fig. 8.)

1. Grey sandy ware with flint grits, fired red on the surfaces. The scored

line is probably accidental.

2. Black flint-gritted ware. The outer surface has probably been coated

with red haematite and is well burnished.

3. Grey sandy ware with some flint grits. Burnished outside and fired to a

red-brown on the outer surface.

4. Red sandy ware.
5. Grey flint-gritted ware.
6. Grey sandy ware.
7. Smooth grey ware with shell tempering, fired red-brown on the surfaces.

8. Dark grey ware with flint grits.

9. Dark grey ware with some flint grits. Dark burnished surfaces.

10. Grey sandy ware with smoothed surfaces.

11. Grey-brown ware with fine flint grits. Lightly burnished surfaces.

12. Hard sandy ware with black highly burnished outer surface.
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13. Grey sandy ware with smoothed outer surface.

14. Dark grey ware with burnished surfaces.

15. Dark grey ware with fine flint grits. Burnished surfaces.

16. Grey-brown ware with burnished surfaces.

17. Smooth dark grey ware with occasional flint grits. Burnished surfaces.

18. Grey sandy ware with highly burnished black surfaces.

19. The same vessel as 18.

20. Light grey-brown sandy ware. Burnished outer surface.

21. Grey sandy ware with highly burnished outer surface.

22. Dark grey-brown sandy ware. Smoothed outer surface.

23. Dark grey sandy ware.

24. Red sandy ware with a black burnished surface.

25. Red-brown ware with flint gritting and a black burnished surface.

26. Hard, smooth, rather sandy ware. The outer surface has been highly

burnished and is decorated with a shallow tooled curvilinear design. The
vessel has been refired after breaking and the sherds vary in colour from
black to buff.

27. Grey ware with fine flint grits and a smooth surface.

28. Smooth ware of uneven texture, brushed and lightly burnished outside.

The vessel has been heated after it had been broken and sherds vary in

colour from black to red.

29. Fine red-brown ware.

30. Dark grey ware with burnished surface.

31. Brown sandy ware with burnished outer surface decorated with shallow

tooled lines.

32. Dark grey uneven textured sandy ware with roughly burnished outer

surface.

33. Dark grey ware with burnished surface.

34. Dark grey ware with smoothed surface.

35. Dark grey, slightly sandy ware with burnished outer surface.

36. Dark grey ware.
37. Dark grey sandy ware with burnished outer surface marked by scratched

lines.

38. Dark grey uneven-textured ware fired to brown outside.

39. Smooth grey-brown ware.
40. Brown sandy ware with dark grey burnished surface.

41. Grey ware with burnished exterior.

Pit 3, continued. (Fig. 9.)

1. Smooth dark grey ware.
2. Grey ware with fine flint grits.

3. Grey ware with fine flint grits.

4. Fine brown sandy ware with burnished surface.

5. Red sandy ware with black burnished surface.

6. Grey ware with fine flint grits. Dark grey burnished surface.

7. Grey ware with dark burnished surface.

8. Grey ware with dark burnished surface.

9. Fine grey-brown ware with dark grey burnished surfaces.

10. Grey sandy ware with burnished surfaces.

11. Red-grey sandy ware.
12. Brown sandy ware.
13. Dark grey sandy ware with black burnished surfaces.

14. Dark grey sandy ware with highly burnished black surface.

15. Coarse brown ware tempered with large fragments of shell. Fired to grey

on the outer surface.

Pit 4. {Fig. 6.)

20. Hard grey-brown sandy ware with fine flint grits.

21. Smooth grey ware with sparse flint gritting fired brown on the outer

surface.

22. Fine heavily flint-gritted brown ware with smooth surfaces.
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23. Grey sandy ware with coarse flint gritting. The outer surface has been
burnished smooth.

24. Dark grey sandy ware.

25. Light grey sandy ware with flint grits.

26. Fine red ware with a smooth surface.

27. Fine black sandy ware with burnished outer surface.

Pit 5. (Fig. 6.)

28. Dark grey flint-gritted ware with smoothed surfaces.

29. Red sandy ware with flint grits.

30. Smooth, shghtly sandy grey ware.
31. Coarse black flint-gritted ware.
32. Red sandy ware fired to black on the surfaces.

33. Smooth grey ware with shallow tooled curvilinear decoration on the
surface.

34. Smooth red ware fired grey on the surfaces and burnished externally.

35. Smooth black flint-gritted ware fired brown on the outer surface.

36. Smooth grey ware with a black burnished outer surface.

37. Smooth grey ware with shallow tooled decoration on the outer surface.

38. Smooth black ware with highly burnished surface and a shallow tooled

line.

39. Smooth brown ware.
40. Grey flint-gritted ware.
41. Brown flint-gritted ware. Smooth surface.

42. Smooth grey ware with shallow tooled curvilinear decoration on the
surface. Probably from the same vessel as No. 33. above.

Pit 6. (Fig. 10.)

1

.

Dark grey sandy ware with black burnished outer surface.

2. Dark grey ware with flint grits fired to brown on the surface.

3. Grey flint-gritted ware.
4. Dark grey flint-gritted ware fired red on the surfaces.

5. Black sandy ware.

6. Grey-brown sandy ware with fine flint-grit tempering.
7. Black sandy ware with smoothed outer surface.

8. Grey-brown flint-gritted ware.
9. Grey-brown flint-gritted ware.

10. Grey flint-gritted ware fired red on the surfaces.

1 1

.

Hard grey sandy ware with well-burnished brown surfaces.

12. Brown flint-gritted ware with well-burnished surfaces.

13. Brown sandy ware with flint grits. Burnished surfaces.

14. Grey sandy ware with well-burnished grey-brown surface.

15. Grey sandy ware with some flint grits. Black burnished surfaces.

16. Grey sandy ware with some flint grits. Black burnished surfaces.

17. Grey flint-gritted ware with burnished outer surface.

18. Grey-brown sandy ware.
19. Grey-brown sandy ware.
20. Grey-brown sandy ware.
21. Smooth grey-brown flint-gritted ware.
22. Grey sandy ware decorated externally with shallow tooling.

23. Grey flint-gritted ware. The surface has been combed.
24. Grey sandy ware with some flint grits, fired red on the surface and highly

burnished.
25. Grey sandy ware with black highly-burnished surface.

26. Grey-brown sandy ware with burnished surface.

27. Uneven dark grey ware with large flint grits. The surfaces are brown and
the outer surface has been brushed.

Pit 7. (Fig. 10.)

1. Hard black sandy ware. The surface is deeply scored.

2. Grey-brown flint-gritted ware fired red on the surfaces.

3. Dark grey sandy ware with some flint gritting.
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4. Black sandy ware.
5. Smooth brown ware tempered with sand grains. The surfaces are fired

black and are well burnished.
6. Dark grey sandy ware with smooth surfaces.

7. Dark grey sandy ware with burnished surfaces.

8. Dark grey sandy ware with burnished surfaces.

9. Grey-brown sandy ware with smoothed surface.

10. Smooth grej^-brown ware with smoothed surfaces.

11. Grey flint-gritted ware.
12. Grey sandy ware fired red on the surfaces and burnished.
13. Grey-brown sandv ware with smoothed outer surface.

PIT N o. 3 continued

Fig. 9.

—

Iron Age Pottery from Hawk's Hill. (|)

14. Brown sandy ware.
15. Red-brown sandy ware with some large flint grits.

16. Red sandy ware with some flint grits. Burnished outer surface.

17. Dark grey sandy ware fired brown on the surface.

18. Dark grey sandy ware fired to light grey on the surface.

19. Black sandy ware.
20. Grey gritty ware with black burnished surfaces, decorated with a pair

of circular indentations.

2 1

.

Grey sandy ware with smooth surface, decorated with deeply impressed
dots and shallow tooled lines.

22. Coarse grey-brown sandy ware with some large flint grits.

23. Smooth brown flint-gritted ware, decorated with incised lines.

24. Grey sandy ware fired red on the surface and decorated with combing.
25. Dark grey sandy ware decorated on the surface with combing.
26. Grey flint-gritted ware fired red on the surfaces. Burnished externally.

27. Grey sandy ware with fine flint grits, decorated with shallow tooled

design.
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28. Coarse grey flint-gritted ware, fired brown on the surfaces and roughly
burnished.

29. Uneven-textured grey ware fired brown on the surfaces.

30. Smooth grey chaff-tempered ware fired brown on the surfaces and roughly
brushed outside.

31. Smooth grey-brown ware, roughly brushed outside.

32. Hard dark gre}' sandy ware with some flint grits.

Pits. (Fig. 11.)

1. Grey sandy ware with highly burnished surface.

2. Dark grey sandy ware, smooth surface outside, fired red inside.

3. Smooth grey flint-gritted ware with a brown burnished surface.

4. Grey sandy ware with a highly-burnished black surface.

5. Grey sandy ware with a highly-burnished black surface.

6. Grej'-brown sandy ware with smoothed surface.

7. Fine grey flint-gritted ware with a brown, highly burnished surface.

8. Grey sandy ware with a smooth surface.

9. Grey sandy ware with a burnished surface.

10. Grey sandy ware fired red outside. Traces of haematite coating survive

on the external surface.

1 1

.

Grey ware fired brown on the surfaces and burnished.

12. Grey ware fired brown on the surfaces and burnished.

13. Dark grey sandy ware with burnished outer surface.

14. Black sandy ware with a burnished outer surface.

15. Coarse grey ware fired red on the surfaces.

16. Grey sandy ware with a red outer surface.

17. Grey-brown sandy ware.

18. Grey sandy ware.

19. Grey sandy ware fired brown on the surfaces.

20. Grey flint-gritted ware with a smoothed outer surface.

21. Hard grey ware with burnished surfaces.

22. Black sandy ware, smoothed outside.

23. Dark grey flint-gritted ware, burnished on the surfaces.

24. Black sandy ware with a smooth outer surface.

25. Hard grey sandy ware with fine flint grits. The outer surface has been
fired red, coated with haematite and is decorated with two parallel

incised grooves. Three sherds in similar ware were found.

26. Coarse grey-brown flint-gritted ware.

27. Grey sandy ware fired red on the surfaces.

28. Black sandy ware with a burnished exterior.

29. Coarse grey-brown flint-gritted ware.
30. Coarse grey-brown flint-gritted ware.

31. Dark grey flint-gritted ware fired red on the surfaces. Two rims of

similar type not illustrated.

32. Coarse grey-brown flint-gritted ware. Five sherds of similar type were
found.

33. Dark grey sandy ware with brushed outer surface. Sherds of five similar

vessels were found.
34. Grey sandy ware with a black burnished outer surface.

35. Grey ware with flint grits decorated with a groove and a pair (?) of

regular indentations. The surface is burnished.
36. Grey sandy ware with flint gritting. The surface is burnished and

decorated with a shallow tooled line.

37. Red flint-gritted ware with comb decoration.
38. Coarse grey-brown ware.
39. Grey sandy ware with burnished outer surface, decorated with a shallow

tooled line.

40. Grey-brown sandy ware.
41. Coarse grey-brown flint-gritted ware.
42. Grey flint-gritted ware fired brown on the surface. Decorated by combing.
43. Black sandy ware with burnished outer surface, decorated with zones of

impressed dots.
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Pit 9. (Fig. 10.)

1. Grey flint-gritted ware fired brown on the surface.

2. Grey flint-gritted ware with black burnished surface.

3. Grey flint-gritted ware with black burnished surface.

4. Black sandy ware with burnished surface.

5. Grey sandy ware with external burnished haematite coat.

6. Grey ware with brown-buff burnished surface.

7. Grey sandy ware with burnished surfaces.

8. Grey-brown ware with fine flint grit. Burnished outer surface.

9. Black flint-gritted ware.

10. Black sandy ware.

11. Smooth grey flint-gritted ware.

12. Grey-brown sandy ware.

13. Grey sandy ware with some flint gritting.

14. Grey sandy ware with brown burnished surface.

15. Coarse grey flint-gritted ware fired brown on the surface.

16. Grey flint-gritted ware fired buff-red on the surfaces.

17. Smooth grey ware.

18. Grey sandy ware fired to brown on the surfaces.

19. Grey sandy ware with red, brushed surface. One large lump of flint-grit

tempering.
20. Grey flint- and shell-tempered ware fired red on the outer surface, which

has also been combed.
21. Grey sandy ware with a burnished surface and traces of shallow tooled

decoration.

22. Grey flint-gritted ware fired to buff on the surface.

23. Grey sandy ware with fine flint gritting, fired to red on the surface.

24. Grey ware with fine flint gritting, decorated with rough shallow tooling.

25. Grey flint-gritted ware fired to red-brown on the outer surface.

26. Hard grey sandy ware with a black burnished surface.

27. Black sandy ware.

Pit 10. (Fig. 12.)

1. Dark grey sandy ware smoothed inside and with very higli burnisli

outside. A similar example was found, but it is not illustrated.

2. Dark grey sandy ware with highly-burnished surfaces.

3. Dark grey sandy ware with highly-burnished surfaces. In addition there

are twelve fragments of rim from vessels of the same type as Nos. 2 and 3.

4. Grey-brown flint-gritted ware fired unevenly to brown and black on the
surfaces. The shoulder is delineated by two deeply incised lines.

5. Grey sandy ware with surfaces fired red-brown and well burnished. In
addition, six sherds of similar vessels were recovered, some bore definite

traces of a haematite slip.

6. Grey flint-gritted ware with surface fired red-brown and highly burnished.

7. Grey flint-gritted ware. The surface is highly burnished and fired to grey-

brown.
8. Grey sandy ware with a burnished haematite-coated surface. A single

sherd of another vessel was found.
9. Grey sandy ware with occasional grits. The external surface is fired

brown and is smoothed.
10. Grey sandy ware with a dark grey burnished surface.

11. Possibly a lid. Dark grey sandy ware with burnished surfaces.

12. Grey ware with haematite-coated outer surface, burnished and decorated
with deeply incised lines, parts of which still bear an infill of white
material.

13. Grey sandy ware with haematite-coated surface, decorated as No. 12.

14. Red sandy ware with a haematite-coated surface, decorated as No. 12.

15. Grey sandy ware with a haematite-coated surface, decorated as No. 12.

16. Grey sandy ware with traces of a haematite-coated surface, decorated as

No. 12.

Nos. 12-15 are representative of many hundreds of similar sherds from
Pit 10.
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17. Grey sandj' ware fired red on the surfaces and decorated with rcnvs of

deeply impressed dots bounded by shallow tooled lines.

18. Grey sandy ware with haematite-coated surface, decorated with deeply
incised lines and dots.

19. Grey sandy ware with haematite-coated surface, decorated as No. 18.

20. Grey sandy ware with haematite-coated surface, decorated as No. 18.

21. Coarse grey-brown chaff-tempered ware.

22. Coarse black flint-gritted ware. There are five unillustrated examples of

coarse jars similar to Nos. 21 and 22, decorated with rows of finger-tip

impressions.

23. Coarse red flint-gritted ware. There are two other examples of jars with
slashings across the shoulders not illustrated.

24. Coarse grey ware with flint grits.

25. Grey-brown sandy ware with lightly-smoothed surface.

26. Grey-brown sandy ware with some flint grits. The outer surface is

smooth.
27. Grey flint-gritted ware with combed surface. Fi\-e other sherds with

similar combed decoration occur.

28. Grej'-brown flint-gritted ware.

29. Gre*,' flint-gritted ware fired to red on the surface.

30. Grey-brown flint-gritted ware.
31. Smooth dark grey flint-gritted ware. There are, in addition, 34 sherds of

rims belonging to coarse jars which have broken off in such a position

that it is impossible to be sure whether the shoulder was plain, finger

impressed or slashed.

32. Grey sandy ware with black burnished surface.

33. Grey sandy ware with burnished surface.

34. Grey sandy ware with dark burnished surface.

35. Grey sandy ware with black burnished surface.

36. Grey sand}- ware with burnished surface.

37. Coarse grey flint-gritted ware.
38. Grey sandy ware with smoothed surface.

39. Gre}' sandy ware with burnished surface and traces of a sliaUow tooled

decoration.

40. Grey sandy ware with a burnished surface and traces of a shallow tooled

decoration.

41. Grey sandy ware with smoothed surfaces.

42. Grey sandy ware with a black burnished surface and a shallow tooled

decoration.

43. Grey-brown sandy ware.
44. Grey-brown sandy ware.
45. Grey flint-gritted ware fired to red on the surfaces.

46. Coarse grey ware with flint and shell tempering.
47. Grey sandy ware with a smooth external surface.

48. Grey-brown sandy ware with burnished outer surface.

49. Grey sandy ware with burnished outer surface, decorated with a shallow
tooled line above the base and one beneath.

50. 51. Fine grey sandy ware fired from black to red on the surface. The
outer surface is highly burnished. 'i"wo sherds have been drawn as

different vessels but it is quite possible that they, in fact, represent

only one pot with a double carination on the upper part of the body;
if so it would be most unusual. (Sherd 51 may be of slightly smaller

diameter—it is too small to be sure.)

Another vessel possibly of similar type but with a haematite-coated
surface seems also to be represented.

Pit 11. (Fig. 13.)

1. Grey-brown ware with flint grits and a burnished surface. An unusual
type without parallel.

2. Grey-brown sandy ware.
3. Dark grey ware with medium flint grits. Fired red-brown on the surface.

4. Red-brown ware with medium flint grits.
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5. Grey-brown sandy ware.
6. Dark grey sandy ware.

7. Dark grey sandy ware.

8. Smooth red-brown ware.

9. Grey ware with shell tempering, fired red on the surfaces.

10. Hard dark grey ware with black burnished surface.

11. Red-brown sandy ware with black burnished surface.

12. Fine dark grey ware with occasional fine flint grits.

13. Dark grey ware with black burnished surface.

14. Grey sandy ware with black burnished surface.

15. Grey sandy ware with black burnished surface.

16. Grey-brown sandy ware with fine flint grits and burnished surface.

17. Dark grey ware with smoothed surface.

18. Dark grey sandy ware.
19. Coarse black ware.
20. Dark grey sandy ware with burnished surface.

21. Coarse grey ware with smoothed black outer surface.

22. Coar.se black ware with smoothed outer surface.

23. Grey ware with burnished outer surface.

24. Fine grey sandy ware.
25. Grey-brown ware with flint grits.

26. Red flint-gritted ware with black burnished surface.

27. Coarse grey ware fired red on the surfaces with traces of external

burnishing.
28. Coarse flint-gritted grey ware, fired red-brown on the surfaces.

29. Grey-brown ware with large flint grits.

30. Fine grey sandy ware fired red en the surfaces.

31. Dark grey sandy ware.
32. Grey ware with medium flint grits, fired red on the surfaces and burnished.
33. Coarse grey-brown ware with fine flint grits.

34. Reddish sandy ware.
35. Red-brown sandy ware.
36. Grey ware with red-brown burnished surface.

37. Coarse grey ware fired red in parts.

38. Grey sandy ware fired red on the surface. Decorated with a groove
incised before firing and infilled with white paste.

39. As above.
40. Grey sandy ware fired red-brown on the surfaces. Decorated with a

shallow tooled line bordered by dots.

41. Fine red sandy ware with a haematite-coated surface, decorated with
lines incised before firing.

42. Black sandy ware decorated with shallow tooled lines.

43. Grey sandy ware fired red on the surface. Decorated with lines incised

before firing.

44. Grey-brown sandy ware, decorated with shallow tooled lines.

45. Coarse grey flint-gritted ware fired red on the outer surface. Decorated
with regular impressions.

46. Grey-brown flint- and shell-tempered ware.
47. Fine grey-brown ware with burnished outer surface.

48. Grey-brown ware with highly burnished outer surface.

49. Base? Dark grey sandy ware with burnished outer surface.

50. Reddish-grey sandy ware.
51. Red w-are with medium flint grits.

52. Hard dark grey sandy ware.
53. Grey sandy ware.
54. Coarse grey shell-tempered ware.
55. Coarse dark grej' ware with medium flint grits.

Pit 12. (Fig. 13.)

56. Grey sandy ware with smoothed surface, decorated with shallow tooled
lines.
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Miscellaneous Sherds. (Fig. 14.)

2. Smooth grey flint-gritted ware with a lightly burnished surface.

3. Grey-brown flint-gritted ware.

4. Dark grey flint-gritted ware, impressed, possibly with a bird bone.

5. Grey sandy ware.

6. Grey-brown flint-gritted ware.

7. Grey flint-gritted ware fired red on the surface.

8. Grey sandy ware fired brown outside.

9. Grey sandy ware with black burnished surface.

10. Dark grey sandy ware.
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11. Red-brown flint-gritted ware.

12. Grey sandy ware.

13. Fine grey-brown sandy ware with a black surface, heavily tempered with
flint and shell grits.

14. Fine dark grej' ware tempered with flint, burnished outside.

Already published in Sy.A.C. LIX (1962). p. 87, Fig. 2, No. 1.

(The miscellaneous sherds came from the top-soil, post-holes, etc.)

CLASSIFICATION

The pottery from Hawk's Hill falls into seven main classes. These

are:—
1. The well-made jar probably with a gently out-curving rim.

The shape of the body is uncertain but is probably ovoid. The
ware is fine and the surface is smoothed, fired red and often

coated with a haematite slip. The vessels are decorated with

lines deeply incised before firing and filled with a white paste,

forming horizontal zones, triangles or chevron patterns;

sometimes deeply impressed dots were made. Typical

examples include Fig. 12, Nos. 12-20.

2. The tripartite bowl, well made in black highly-burnished ware.

The exact shape varies, e.g. Fig. 12, Nos. 1-3. By tripartite is

meant the separation of the pot wall into three distinct planes

by sharp angles.

3. The tripartite bowl with sharply out-bent rim and an angled

shoulder. The ware is fine and the surface is often coated with

haematite, e.g. Fig. 12, No. 8. In some examples, less well-

made, the ware is simply fired red-brown on the surface. Fig.

12, No. 50, is an anomaly; it appears to be multipartite.

4. The bowl with flared rim and with vestigial shoulder which is

often of narrower diameter than the rim top. The shoulder is

occasionallv decorated with horizontally impressed fines, e.g.

Fig. 12, Nos. 9, 10, Fig. 10, No. 24 (Pit 6), and Fig. 14, No. 13.

Many fragments of the rims of flared bowls occur and it is

frequently difficult to be sure of the form of the vessel, but

they are probably in most cases of the same type as No. 4.

5. The coarse jar with an upstanding rim and well-defined

shoulder. The rim top is often 'pie-crusted' and the shoulder is

sometimes decorated with finger-tip impressions or, less often,

with diagonal slashes. The surface of the jar is occasionally

wiped smooth with a bunch of straw or grass, and some sherds,

apparently of this type, are decorated with rough combing.

Examples include Fig. 12, Nos. 21-23.

6. The jar with a thickened, out-bent rim. The body is ovoid or

globular and the outer surface is usually dark-toned and
smoothed or burnished. Occasionally it is decorated with

shallow tooHng, e.g. Fig. 12, Nos. 39-42.
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PIT No. I continued

MISCELLANEOUS SHE RDS

Fig. 14.

—

Iron Age Pottery from Hawk's Hill. (^)
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7 The 'saucepan pot' with vertical, or shghtly bowed, sides and a

rim either beaded out, e.g. Fig. 8, Nos. 26 and 31, or marked
only by a shallow tooled line, e.g. Fig. 8, No. 12. The ware is

dark-toned, smoothed or burnished and often decorated with

shallow lines, tooled before firing.

It should, of course, be emphasised that a great variety exists;

the types described above are essentially generalised.

The distribution of the main types is summarised in the following

table :—

Type
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not occur in Pits 2, 4, 5, 7, 9 and 12 may be due to the same reason,

biit since the pits concerned produced relatively little pottery the
absence of the saucepan pot may well be accidental.

Although Pits 8, 10 and 11 must in general terms be earlier than
the rest, the presence of dark-toned globular jars (Class 6) in their

filling suggests that the two groups are not widely separated in time,

and that they probably represent different phases in the continuous
occupation of the site. Strictly it ought to be po.ssible to divide the
larger group of pits into a chronological sequence, and, as had been
seen above, the presence of saucepan pots in Pits 1, 3 and 6 might
indicate a later date. However, in the absence of adequate quantities

of sherds from each pit on which to base a statistical analysis, it is

safer to think simply in terms of a continuous development with an
early and a late phase.

THE GENERAL AFFINITIES OF THE POTTERY

The origins of the incised, haematite-coated jars must be sought
in Wessex, in particular among a group of sites which lie around the

western fringe of the Wiltshire plain, stretching from the Isle of

Purbeck in the south to the Marlborough Downs in the north. The
technique of haematite coating, together with those of decorating

the vessels with chevrons and other rectilinear designs drawn in

deeply incised lines, and occasionally the use of rows of circular

punch marks, are particularh^ well marked among the well-known
assemblage from All Cannings Cross. ^3 Xhe Haw^k's Hill Class 1 pots
are almost identical to these, and if they are not themselves imports
from North Wiltshire they must at least be made by potters

thoroughly conversant wdth Wessex ceramic techniques.

Sherds No. 17 from Pit 10 (Fig. 12) and No. 21 from Pit 7 (Fig.

10), both decorated with rows of punched dots, are also similar to

pottery from All Cannings'-* and to the related assemblages from
Ram's Hill, Berks, '^ and Liddington Castle, Wilts. "^ Although this

style of decoration is w^ell entrenched in the early All Cannings
tradition, it should be remarked that at the type-site, as well as at

Liddington Castle and Hawk's Hill, this technique is sometimes used
in curvilinear designs. The later, more complex forms of shallow-

tooled circular designs executed in this way, e.g. that found in Pit 2,

No. 1 (Fig. fi), which are spread over much of South England, may
well derive from these early beginnings. The punch-decorated
sherds (No. 43) from Pit 8 and the single sherd from Pit 2 (No. 15),

which is presumably part of the same ^•essel, cannot be exactly

paralleled in the Wessex area, but may well be the result of local

craftsmen imitating Wessex decorative techniques. A similar

explanation might be true for the Purberry Shot^'" vessel decorated

13 Cunnington, M. E., All Cannings Cross. 1923, pi. 29, No. 1, pi. 32, etc.

H Cunnington, M. E., All Cannings Cross, 1923, PI. 32, No. 1, PI. 34, Nos. 5,

6 and 10.

15 Antiq. Journ., XX (1940). p. 474, No. 14.
16 W.A.M., XXXVIII (1914), PI. I-II, opposite p. 584.
17 Sy.A.C, L (1946-7), p. 25, Fig. 14, No. F14.
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with triangles filled with punched dots, but this example is far closer

in type to those actually produced in Wessex.

The carinated bowls found commonly in Pit 10 and, less

frequently, among the other pits are not a Wessex type^^ and for

their origin it is necessary to look to the East Coast and the Thames
region. In discussing the carinated bowls from Long Wittenham,

Berks,''' Savory came to the conclusion that they, and similar vessels

from elsewhere in the lower and middle Thames valley, belonged to

a tradition distinct from that of Wessex, and he looked towards the

fourth-third century developments in Hainault, Artois and Picardy

as a possible origin for the type. More recently Professor Hawkes,

discussing rather different forms of carinated bowls from Linford,

Essex,^° sees them as the result of long continued contacts with the

continent, ranging from the fifth to the third century. It is

presumably through contacts of this kind that the types at Hawk's
Hill ultimately arose.

The Class 2 bowls from Pit 10 (Fig. 12, Nos. 1-3) in hard, grey

sandy ware, with highly-burnished outer surfaces, are so dissimilar

from the rest of the pottery on the site that they must be regarded

as intrusive, either from abroad or, more probably, from another

area of Britain. The forms are too unspecific to allow continental

parallels to be of much value, but several British sites have

produced similar types, e.g. Chinnor, Oxon,-' where bowls in the

same form and ware, but with decoration, have been found;

Blewburton, Berks;-- Long Wittenham, Berks ;-3 Allen's Pit,

Dorchester, Oxon,-^ and several other sites in the Oxford region.

The same types and wares also occur in Suffolk, at Darmsden-5

and Hinderclay.-^

Examining the more specific traits present among the Hawk's
Hill bowls of Class 4, a distribution pattern almost identical to that

of the carinated bowl type appears. The rilhng of the shoulder, e.g.

Pit 10, No. 9 (Fig. 12), Pit 6, No. 24 (Fig. 10), Pit 11, No. 52

(Fig. 13) and the unprovenanced sherd (Fig. 14, No. 13), is a wide-

spread feature occuring at Chinnor,-^ Allen's Pit,-** Blewburton, -^

Sandown Park (Esher),3o Darmsden,^! Hinderclay3- and Feltwell,33

i8 For Wessex types see Cunnington, All Cannings Cross, 1923, PI. 28, Nos.
1-11.

19 Oxon., II (1937), pp. 4-11.
20 T. Essex A.S.. I (1962), p. 84.

" Antiq. Journ.. XXXI (1951), p. 143, Fig. 8.

22 Berks. A.J.. L (1947), p. 18, Fig. 9, Nos. 1 and 2.

23 Oxon., II (1937), p. 5, Fig. 2, Nos. 6-10.
24 Oxon., VII (1942), p. 45, Fig. 10, Nos. 11 and 12.

25 Unpublished material in the Ipswich Museum.
26 Unpublished material in the Ipswich Museum.
27 Antiq. Journ., XXXI (1951), p. 143, Fig. 8, No. 48.
28 Oxon., VII (1942), p. 46, Fig. 11, Nos. 9 and 10.

29 Berks. A.J., XLVI (1942), p. 102, Fig. 3, No. 42.

30 Antiq. Journ., XXVII (1947), p. 38, Fig. 16. Nos. 15, 16 and p. 41, Fig. 18,

Nos. 32, 33.

31 Unpublished material in the Ipswich Museum.
32 Unpublished material in the Ipswich Museum.
33 Unpublished material in the Norwich Castle Museum.
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Norfolk. Similarly the pairs of neatly-made circular impressions

on the shoulders of the vessels, e.g. Pit 7, No. 20 (Fig. 10), Pit 8,

No. 35 (Fig. 11) and Pit 11, No. 45 (Fig. 13), occur at Allen's Pit,34

Sandown Park, 35 Darmsden,3^ Hinderclay37 and Feltwell.^^

No attempt has been made in the lists cited above to quote all of

the parallels known in the area concerned, but sufficient evidence
has been put forward to substantiate the claim that the sites

bordering the Thames valley—among them Hawk's Hill—and those

around the east coast of England were all related culturally, first of

all perhaps by 'invasion,' later, no doubt, by water-borne trade.

Undoubtedly such contact was long-lived but to date absolutely any
part of it is extremely difficult.

The significance of Pits 8, 10 and 1 1 at Hawk's Hill lies in the fact

that they contain material showing both Wessex and Thames/East
England influences and therefore could be dated to anywhere
between the fifth and, say, the third centuries B.C. But also present

in these pits are sherds belonging to globular jars with thickened

out-turned rims (Class 6) in dark grey ware. Three examples from
Pit 10 are decorated with shallow tooled designs (Fig. 12, Nos. 39,

40 and 42). The base (Fig. 12, No. 49) no doubt belongs to a similar

vessel. One decorated body sherd (Fig. 11, No. 30) and one
decorated base (Fig. 11, No. 39) were found in Pit 8. These vessels

belong to the beginnings of a cultural continuum which in its floruit,

in the first century B.C., spread over much of Southern England,
from Sussex to South Wales. It used to be thought that the

development of this style was initiated by the 'Marnian invasion' of

the mid-third century, but in a recent article Hodson39 has poured
doubt on the vahdity of the 'Marnian invasion' hypothesis. This

does not, however, materially alter the fact that during the third

and second centuries the ceramic tradition of Southern Britain,

like that of other crafts, was undergoing developments roughly

parallel to those on the continent, and the dark-toned bulbous

vessels are a result of this change. Here again, dating is a matter of

extreme difficulty, but taking the various factors mentioned above
into consideration a date somewhere in the late third or early

second century for the early pits at Hawk's Hill would not be
unreasonable.

The site appears to have remained in use throughout the second

and into the first centuries, during which time the saucepan pot,

e.g. Pit 1, No. 18 (Fig. 5), Pit 3, Nos. 12, 26 and 31 (Fig. 8), came into

use together with the decorated bowl from Pit 2, No. 1 (Fig. 6), and
the jar from Pit 1, No. 1 (Fig. 5). The cultural continuum, of which
the saucepan pot was a characteristic type, is di\'isible into a series

of regional styles. The few examples from Hawk's Hill resemble

34 Oxon., VII (1942), p. 46, Fig. 11, Nos. 5, 6 and 16.

35 Antiq. Journ., XXVII (1947), p. 38, Fig. 16, No. 10.

36 Unpublished material in the Ipswich Museum.
37 Unpublished material in the Ipswich INIuseum.
38 Unpublished material in the Norwich Castle Museum.
39 P.P.S., XXVIII (1962), pp. 140-155.
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more closely those from the central and eastern Sussex style-zone

than those from the neighbouring parts of Hampshire and the

Thames basin. The beaded-out lip should be compared with vessels

from Cissbury,4° Caburn,'*^ Park Brow,^^ etc., and contrasted with

the rather simpler profiles from sites further west, such as Worthy
Down, 43 Torberry-"'* and Chalton.45 Similarly, the finely executed

decoration on the bowl from Pit 2 (Fig. 6, No. 1) is closely similar to

those from Castle Hill (Newhaven),-*^ Elm Grove (Brightonj-t^ and

Park Brow.48 Observations of this kind, tenuous though they are,

indicate that trans-wealden contacts were important at the time.

There is no trace in the Hawk's Hill pits of influence from the

intrusive Aylesford-Swarling culture which penetrated Eastern

England at the beginning of the first century B.C. Such influence

would probably have reached Surre}' in the second half of the

century, if not before, and its absence from Hawk's Hill probably

indicates that occupation had ceased here by this time.

hawk's hill and the iron age in surrey

In the foregomg section attention has been drawn to the wide

affinities of the Hawk's Hill pottery; it remains now to consider

briefly the position of the site in its local context.

At the head of the Surrey development must be placed the

remarkable group of vessels recovered from the lower fill of the

ditch of Queen Mary Hospital, Carshalton.'^^ Their finely-made

fabric and angular profiles are quite unlike any other assemblage

from the area. In the upper levels of the Carshalton ditch (Section

EE, level 2) several sherds of flared bowls were found, together with

two haematite-coated fragments. It would be dangerous to put too

much weight on the results of one section, but it is not unreasonable

to point out that here may be evidence of two chronologically

distinct assemblages.

Flared bowls of differing types are found on many other Iron Age
sites in Surrey, including Sandown Park, 5° Caesar's Camp
(Wimbledon), 5

1 Purberry Shot (Ewell),5^ Ashtead,53 Wisley,54

40 Curwin, The Archcsology of Sussex. 2nd ed. (1954), PI. XXVI, No. 6.

41 Sx.A.C. LXXX (1939), p. 244, Fig. J, Nos. 63 and 70.

42 Arch., LXXVI (1926-7), p. 21, Fig. 14.

43 P. Harits F.C.. X (1929), PI. III.

44 Unpublished site excavated 1956-8 by J. R. Boyden.
45 Unpublished site excavated 1959 and 1964 by A. Corney and B. Cunliffe.

46 Sx.A.C. LXXX (1939), p. 282, Fig. 4, No. 2.

47 Curwin, The Archcsology of Sussex, 2nd ed. (1954), PI. XXVI, No. 8.

48 Arch.. LXXVI (1926-7). p. 21, Fig. 14.

^9Sy.A.C.. XLIX (1944-5). p. 62, Fig. 4 C2, and p. 63, Fig. 5 C3, and
perhaps C4.

50 Antiq. Journ., XXVII (1947), pp. 37-13.
51 Arch. J., CII (1945), p. 18, Fig. 3, Nos. A5 and A6.
52 Sy.A.C. L (194&-7), p. 25, Fig. 14 Fl.
53 Sy.A.C, L (1946-7), p. 141, No. G3.
54P.P.5., XI (1945), p. 33, Nos. 8, 10 and p. 36, No. 46.
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Cobham,55 Nonsuch Park (Ewell),56 St. Catherine's Hill (Guildford)5"

and Hawk's Hill, and as we have seen above they are part of a larger

cultural continuum which includes areas of Eastern England and
the Upper Thames Valley. The regional and chronological variations

in the types cannot be examined here, but it is sufficient to say that

Sandown Park and the first phase of Hawk's Hill, though not
necessarily contemporary, are early in the sequence.

Contacts with Wessex in the form of haematite coating have been
discussed in detail by Frere,^''* and are now well documented. The
excavation of Hawk's Hill has added another site to the hst and has
shown that, in addition to haematite coating, incised and punched
decoration, both well established Wessex traits, were current in

Surrey at this time. Frere, in discussing the pottery from Epsom, was
forced to the view that Wessex contacts with Surrey continued until

the first century B.C. An earlier date has been claimed above for

Hawk's Hill Pits 10 and 11 and the matter is still open for revision,

particularly in the light of new evidence. It is quite probable that

the two areas remained in contact o\'er a considerable period of

time.

Alongside the fine pottery there continued a vigorous coarse-ware

tradition represented by shallow jars with well-marked shoulders,

frequently decorated with slashings or finger-tip impressions. The
type is widespread in Surrey, good examples occuring at Caesar's

Camp (Wimbledon), 59 and Leigh Hill (Cobham).^ At Hawk's Hill

they are common in Pit 10 but less frequent in some of the later pits,

the impression being that the technique of finger impression died

out with time. Support for this view is pro\dded by the contents of

the pit at West Clandon^^ where the coarse-ware foimd alongside

saucepan pots is completely plain. The disappearance of the coarse

jar is, no doubt, occasioned by the growing popularity of the bulbous,

dark-faced jar, often burnished and sometimes decorated with

shallow tooling. This type, found at Hawk's Hill, Wisley,^- West
Clandon,'^3 Charterhouse, ^^ Ewell^^ and Ashtead,^^ represents the

spreading of new techniques, probably from the south.

The appearance of the saucepan pot at, or soon after, this time is

part of the same spread, but it is a type not well represented in

Surrey, and only at Hawk's Hill, \Vest Clandon and Wisley have
distinctive examples come to light. The reason for such a small

number of known sites is not easy to explain; it might be due

55 Arch. J.. CII (1945), p. 18, Fig. 4, No. B6.
56 5v.^.C., L (1946-7), p. 140, Xo. E5.
57 Arch. J.. CII (1945), p. 18, Fig. 4, No. Kl.
58 Antiq. Journ.. XXII (1942). pp. 129-138 and XXVII (1947), pp. 43-46.

59 Arch. /., CII (1945), p. 18, Fig. 3, No. Al.
60 Arch. J.. CII (1945), p. 18, Fig. 4, Nos. B1-B5.
6i Arch. J., CI (1944), p. 53, Fig. 3.

62 P.P.S.. XI (1945), p. 34, Nos. 23, 29 and p. 36, Nos. 30, 39.

63 Arch. J., CI (1944), p. 52, Fig. 2, Nos. 4-6.

64 Sv.A.C, LVIII (1961), p. 26, Nos. 11, 16 and 17.

65 S'y.A.C, L (1946-7), p. 140, Nos. E2-E4.
66 Sy.A.C, L (1946-7). p. 141, No. G2.
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merely to chance that more sites have yet to be found, but it might

also be that the spread of the Aylesford-Swarhng culture and its

derivations, perhaps in the second half of the first century B.C.,

stifled further development. Although wider discussion of this point

is beyond the scope of the present paper, it is tempting to note that

zoned decoration on Pot I, 30, at Wisley*'^ and cross-hatched

decoration on Pot I, 33, might represent the cross-fertilisation of the

two traditions. A similar argument could be put forward for Pots 1

and 16 from ditch D at Southcote, Reading. ^^

Finally, some attempt must be made to assign approximate dates

to the broad phases of development defined above. In the present

state of knowledge such dates are based far more upon the personal •

opinions of individual archaeologists than upon firm fact, and this

point must be strongly emphasised. On the basis of what is at

present known, it would seem that the tentative phase 1, represented

by the early pots from Carshalton, could be dated to the fifth

century. Phase 2, initiated by the appearance of carinated bowls,

might begin as early as the beginning of the fourth century and
continue, with local modifications as yet undefined, to the second
century, during which time traits from Wessex were assimilated.

The appearance of dark-faced bulbous jars and associated types in

the late third or early second century marks the beginning of phase

3, which lasts until the appearance of improved wheel-made types

ultimately derived from the Aylesford-Swarling culture. These
herald the onset of phase 4, which we can justly describe as the

proto-Roman Iron Age.^^

Many problems remain unsolved and far more precision is needed
in defining dates and sub-dividing phases of development, but this

will only come when more large sites similar to Hawk's Hill are

fully excavated and published in detail, and in particular when
associations with brooches, pins or weapons and other products
of the bronze and blacksmiths' art can be established.

(>y P.P.S., XI (1945), p. 36.

68P.P.S., Ill (1937), Fig. 4, Nos. 1 and 16.

69 Cunliffe, Winchester Excavations, (1964), Vol. I, p. 4.
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APPENDIX I: FAUNAL REPORT
BY

P. L. Carter and D. Phillipson, together with E. S. Higgs

Department of A rcheeology &- A nthropology, University of Cambridge

A collection of 2,592 bones and bone fragments were submitted for
examination. Of this total, teeth numbered 369. Fragments determinable as
to species numbered 2,017 and a further 575 were too small to be satisfactorily
identified. The domestic animals were represented by the presence of cattle,

sheep or goat, horse, pig and dog. Wild animals formed less than one per cent
of the total number of specimens. The following wild species were identified:
deer (antler fragment and one molar), fox (one incisor) and rabbit (a femur
and a pelvis). Also present in Pit 3 was a human molar. In Pit 10 another
human molar, together with the head of a femur, also human, was present.

TABLE I



20
16

10
76
61

20
52
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Clearly cattle provided the bulk of the meat eaten, 53%. Sheep, although

important, only provided 23% and the remainder was made up with pig 13°/o

and horse 10%.
There were a number of teeth which gave some indication of the animal age

at death. 7°

TABLE IV
Age indicated by Teeth

Animal Age Number
Cattle 0-6 months 3

6-36 months
Over 36 months

Sheep or goat ... ... 0-6 months
6-24 months
Over 24 months

Pig ... ... ... 0-12 months
Over 12 months

Horse ... ... ... 0-36 months
Over 36 months

The following observations were made:

—

There are Bos skulls present in Pits 6, 8 and 10. The presence of cow skulls

in Iron Age pits is not unusual as is shown by the material from Barle3^7^ At
Barley animals were placed in the pits almost intact so that perhaps old tough
animals were not used. The presence of metapodials and phalanges in

articulation, together with the skull in Pit 10, may well suggest a surplus of

meat in that only the best cuts of meat were eaten. Also in J'it 10 were the

remains of five very young pigs and three very young puppies. Some
significance other than economic may account for this curious association but

the puppies were almost certainly foetal and perhaps the same could be said

of the pigs. Therefore it is quite possible that the contents of Pit 10 merely

represent normal occupation debris.

A large number of rodent bones were present particularly in Pit 8 and Pit

10. Among the species identified were rats, moles, voles and mice.

A peculiarity of the sheep jaws from Hawk's Hill is the anomalous eruption

of the third premolar before the third molar in some specimens. This

peculiarity has also been observed in Iron Age sheep at Barley and at War
Ditches, Cherry Hinton, Cambridge, and at Wandlebury, Cambridgeshire.

Eighteen of the sheep/goat fragments were complete enough to be specifically

identified as sheep. Although this is a small sample from the site it is probably

random and would therefore suggest that the animals herded were sheep and
not goats. 72

Discussion

The collection must be regarded as representing the animals eaten ratlier

than the whole flock or herd. Of the cattle killed for food the majority appear

to have been less than three years old. Pigs and sheep were eaten when
mature but not old. Old animals appear not to have been eaten ; there is a

preference for 3'oung animals at a prime age. With the horse the situation is

different; the animals are mature, but not old, as if they were used for work,

but eaten before they became too old to be palatable. The evidence, as with

the Barley site, is for a plentiful supply of meat. The paucity of wild animal
bones suggesting little or no hunting would seem to support this hypothesis.

There are not sufficient specimens to indicate at what time of the year the

animals were killed but Table V clearly indicates that a substantial proportion

of the cattle were carried over two winters.

70 Silver, I. A., The Ageing of Domestic Animals, Science and Archcsology.

Edited by E. S. Higgs and D. Brothwell, 1963. Ewbank, J. M., Phillipson,

D. W., and Whitehouse, R. D., with Higgs, E. S., Sheep in the Iron Age; a
method of study. P.P.S., XXX (1964).

71 Higgs, E. S., Animal Husbandry at the Iron Age site of Barley. {In litt.)

72 Kuhn-Archiv. 78 Band. Heft 1-2. Osteologische Unterscheidungs-
merkmale zwischen Schaf (Ovis aries Linne) und Ziege (Capre hircus Linne).

Joachim Boessneckm Hans-Herman Muller und Manfred Teichert.
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TABLE V

Number of Animals Overwintered
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APPENDIX II: REPORT ON THE BRONZE PIN FROM HAWK'S HILL
BY

R. F. Tylecote

This consists of an ultra-fine equiaxed structure which was just resolvable

at a magnification of x 1000. There were traces of twin bands but no second

phase. Elongated slag fibres showed evidence of hot work. Either the hot

working had been finished just above the recr^'staUisation temperature, or it

had been cold-worked considerably and then annealed just abc\'e the

recrystallisation temperature.
Spectrographic examination carried out by Dr. J. D. Gilchrist showed that

the metal was a tin bronze containing a small amount of lead and zinc which
amounted to less than 1% in each case. The hardness was 162 H\'5.

Conclusion.—-This is made of tin bronze which has been hot forged and left

in a very hard state. Considering its square section it might have been
intended as an awl. Metallurgically it would be hard enough to have been
used either as an awl or as a pin.

APPENDIX III:

PETROLOGICAL REPORT ON THE HONE FROM HAWKS HILL

This was sectioned and examined by Dr. F. S. Wallis, Mr. E. D. Evens and
Professor F. W. Shotton. The rock is not easy to nam? for it is extremely fine

textured. It is, however, certainly an igneous rock, largely made up of

felspar, which is somewhat altered, with fine chlorite, which is no doubt
secondary, and scattered grains of iron ore. No quartz is visible and it is, in

broad terms, an andesite lava.

Rocks of this type could be found in Wales, the Lake District, Cheviots and
Scotland and certainly as boulders in glacial deposits. The hone can be
regarded as likely evidence for trading from the north or extreme west,

for even the glacial origin would necessitate the stone being brought from a
considerable distance outside Surrey.
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